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USD 4.3 billion net foreign direct investments in first half of FY
2016-2017
Egypt occupied the 29th position among 58 countries with regard to
foreign direct investments (FDIs), Investment and International
Cooperation Sahar Nasr said.
the Minister noted that the net foreign direct investments stood at 4.3
billion dollars in the first half of the FY 2016-2017 against 3.1 billion
dollars in the 2015-2016 FY.

Minister Nasr added that Egypt ranked number 16 with regard to
offering international services.
Egypt also occupied the 25th position among 135 states with regard to
market size indicator and the 49th position vis-à-vis offering logistic
services, the Minister added.
Nasr made the remarks during a visit to the Upper Egypt governorate of
Qena to lay down the foundation stone a services complex.
the Minister said the current government spares no efforts to create an
investment-incentive climate to re-place Egypt on the international

investment map. She noted that several important steps had already been
taken and positively affected the investment climate.

New investment complex in Qena costs EGP 43 million
Minister of Investment and International Cooperation Sahar Nasr said
that the establishment of an investment services complex in Qena would
start next week and would take no more than 10 months.
The cost of setting up the 4,000 square meters complex is EGP 43
million, Nasr said in press statements.

Meanwhile, the minister noted that around $127 million would be
provided within days for the governorate with the aim of developing
infrastructure of Qena's industrial regions.
Nasr indicated that this sum is part of the World Bank's $500-millionloan to support infrastructure of the industrial regions in Upper Egypt's
governorates of Qena and Sohag.

US leading companies planning to increase their investments in
Egypt
Minister of Investment and International Cooperation Sahar Nasr has
met with a delegation from Egypt–US Business Council, led by its
chairman Omar Mehanna.
The meeting was attended by representatives of the US Chamber of
Commerce.

Nasr affirmed the importance of boosting Egypt's investment relations
with the US in line with the Egyptian people's needs, the government's
priorities in addition to the economic reform program.
The meeting also touched upon the challenges facing US investors in
Egypt and available investment opportunities in the country.
Meanwhile, the minister met with some CEOs and representatives of US
companies working in Egypt, most notably IBM, Oracle, Pfizer, Johnson
& Johnson, Uber, MasterCard, General Electric and PepsiCo.

The representatives said they would increase their investments in Egypt,
particularly in the fields of computer technology and research.

Egypt signs 4 accords with AFD to offer 259 mln euros
Prime Minister Sherif Ismail witnessed the signing of four agreements
with the French Development Agency (AFD).
The accords will provide 259 million euros to finance projects in the
fields of energy, drainage and health.

The agreements were inked by Investment and International Cooperation
Minister Sahar Nasr and the chief of the AFD Operatios Laurence
Breton-moyet.
French Ambassador in Cairo Andre Parant was present.

BP makes third gas discovery in Egypt's North Damietta Concession
British Petroleum (BP) has made a gas discovery as part of the North
Damietta Offshore Concession in Egypt's Nile Delta, the third such
discovery in two years in same block, the company announced on
Sunday.
The Qattameya Shallow-1 exploration well was drilled to a depth of
1,961 metres in water depth of around 108 metres, the company said.

This latest discovery confirms our belief that the Nile Delta is a worldclass basin," BP Chief Executive Bob Dudley said in a statement.
The well is 60 kilometres (37 miles) north of Damietta city in northern
Egypt.
BP, which produces around 40 percent of Egypt's total gas, has 100
percent equity in the discovery.
This discovery by BP comes nearly two years after another discovery in
the same area estimated to exceed 5 trillion cubic feet (tcf).

Int'l oil companies CEOs express optimism about Egypt's energy
future
President Abdel Fattah El Sisi received the CEOs of three international
oil companies in the presence of Prime Minister Sherif Ismail, Petroleum
Minister Tarek el Molla and senior officials of the three oil companies.
Sisi's meeting with Eni CEO Claudio Descalzi, BP CEO Bob Dudley
along with Rosneft CEO Igor Sechin falls within the framework of
following up the progress of energy projects in Egypt, Presidency
Spokesman Alaa Youssef said.

The CEOs expressed optimism about the future of Egypt's energy in
light of the latest natural gas discoveries as well as the great importance
Egyptian leadership attach to the development of natural gas and oil
projects.
Eni CEO Descalzi reviewed the progress achieved in developing Zohr
gas field, stressing that development is taking place there in cooperation
with a number of Egyptian companies and according to the agreed
timetable.

Descalzi noted that the production of Zohr field, which will start by the
end of 2017, is expected to hit 30 trillion cubic meters of gas.
Egypt is ranked first among the 53 countries where Eni pumps
investments, the CEO added.
For his part, BP CEO said that his company has made a third discovery
in eastern Delta, noting that consecutive discoveries highlight Egypt's
massive gas capabilities.
Meanwhile, Rosneft CEO said that Egypt is one of the region's largest
markets, adding that his company is keen on opening new vistas of
cooperation with Egypt during the coming stage.

€115 mln financing agreement signed with EIB for wind station in
Gulf of Suez
Minister of Investment and International Cooperation Sahar Nasr took
part in the signing ceremony of a €115 million financing agreement for
the establishment of a wind station in the Gulf of Suez.
Head of the New and Renewable Energy Authority Mohamed Omran
and Director of the eastern neighbors and central Asia department at the
European Investment Bank (EIB) Heinz Olbers signed the agreement.
European development partners, including the French Development
Agency, the European Union and the German Development Agency, are
also taking part in financing the project with a total of EUR 345 million.
Nasr said the project is an integral part of a national strategy to expand
renewable energy generation and achieve a 20 percent share of the
country's total energy production by 2020.

For his part, Olbers affirmed the EIB's keenness on boosting cooperation
with Egypt at all levels, especially the economic and investment areas.

He added that the EIB would sign a €500 million financing agreement
with Banque Misr to finance the private sector development and
encourage banks to support the small and medium-sized enterprises.

Moody's: Egypt's IMF program to support fiscal and external
position; reform pace may slip
While Egypt's IMF program will support gradual improvements to the
country's fiscal and external position, its social and economic costs risk
slowing the pace of fiscal reform momentum, Moody's Investors Service
said in a report on March 29, 2017.
The report, "Government of Egypt - IMF Program Supports Gradual
Fiscal, External Improvements", is now available on www.moodys.com.
Moody's subscribers can access this report via the link at the end of this
press release. The research is an update to the markets and does not
constitute a rating action.
"The implementation of the IMF program's targets, including reductions
in fiscal deficits and government debt levels, as well as improvements in
Egypt's external liquidity position, will help address Egypt's key credit

challenges," said Steffen Dyck, a Moody's Senior Credit Officer and coauthor of the report. "However, ambitious fiscal consolidation targets
will be challenging to achieve and could face implementation risks in a
scenario of mounting public discontent."

Moody's projects that Egypt's fiscal deficit will decrease to 11.0% of
GDP in fiscal year 2017 and 8.5% in 2019, from 12.6% in 2016.
Moody's forecasts are more conservative than the IMF program
projections of 10.0% of GDP in fiscal 2017, reducing to 6.1% in fiscal
2019, driven by Moody's somewhat lower growth assumptions and
potential fiscal slippage, both in the near- and medium-term.
Although Moody's expects Egypt's fiscal challenges to remain high, the
country's monetary, fiscal and structural reforms will likely lead to slow
but steady improvements for the sovereign credit profile beyond the
timeframe of the IMF program.
The liberalization of Egypt's foreign exchange regime and the
depreciation of the Egyptian pound will initially keep the current
account deficit high due to the pent-up demand for imports and the
lower sensitivity of exports to the exchange rate.
Moody's anticipates that the current account deficit as a percentage of
GDP will increase in the 2017 fiscal year and fall only from 2018
onwards due to the weaker exchange rate.

Nonetheless, higher incoming portfolio and foreign direct investment
flows, along with additional external funding from the IMF, multilateral
and bilateral partners, will support Egypt's balance of payments and
international reserves position.

Government targets EGP 11 billion surplus in coming year's state
budget
The government targets an initial surplus of 11 billion pounds in the
coming year's state budget before the interest cut, which is a start to take
the overall deficit and public debt to a downward trend, a deputy finance
minister said.

Revenues of 66 billion pounds from the Suez Canal will be achieved,
constituting 70% of the waterway's expected revenues in the coming
year, Ahmed Kojak, the deputy finance minister for the financial
policies, told a conference in Cairo.

Surpluses of 8 billion pounds from the public banks, 5 billion from the
economic bodies and 24 billion pounds from the special funds and
accounts will be achieved, he added.
The draft budget of the coming year was based on a number of
foundations, including an economic growth of 4.6 percent compared to
the current 4 percent, an exchange rate of 16 Egyptian pounds against
one dollar, an inflation rate of 15 percent, an interest rate of 18 percent
on the treasury bills and bonds and 55 dollar per oil barrel, he pointed
out.

New Egyptian company established to invest in startups and small
enterprises
Investment and International Cooperation Minister Sahar Nasr signed an
agreement to establish a new Egyptian business company with a Saudi
grant.

The agreement was signed with an Egyptian-Saudi grants' committee
represented by her assistant Shehab Marzaban, for the Egyptian side,

and Director of the Saudi Fund for Development Hassan al Attas, for the
Saudi side.
CEO of NI Capital Ashraf Ghazali was also present.
The new company will invest in startups and small enterprises with a
total of EGP 451 million which is the value of the grant.
In statements, Nasr said the signing of the agreement came to reflect the
strategic relation between Egypt and Saudi Arabia.

United States Dollar to Egypt Pound

By the end of this week, the average buy price for the US dollar reached
18.0803 pounds, while the average sell price reached 18.1814 pounds.

Gold Price

The following table shows gold price per gram:
Carat
24K Gram
21K Gram
18K Gram

Gold price per gram in
Egyptian Pound (EGP)
715 EGP
631 EGP
540 EGP

